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BIOGRAPHY
He was born on March 30, 1746 in the toan of
Fuendetodos, near Zaragoza.
Spanish painter and engraver. Goya was the
most important European artist of his time and
the one who exerted most influence in the
later evolution of painting, since his last works
are considered precursors of impressionism.
A serious illness that afflicts him in 1793 leads
him to approach a more creative and original
painting, which expresses themes less friendly
than the models he had painted for the
decoration of the royal palaces.
He died on April 16, 1828 in Bordeaux (France)

MAIN STAGES
First stage (1746-1775)
It started when he was young, fundamentally when he went to Madrid to work.
He was in charge of painting cartons.
His work are usually bright picture and colorist with cheerful themes.
Second stage (1775-1792)
In 1775 , Goya left Zaragoza to go to Madrid. Almost the entire second stage, he
created many drawings of tapestries.
In 1778 by the combination of a disease and the desire to earn money, Goya
started creating prints about the works of Velázquez.
Third stage (1793-1808)
The horrors of the war of independence torment him. In his painting and
engravings reflect the brutality and it criticize the war
Fourth stage (1808-1828)
Tired of life, disappointed with socrety his painting refleet pessimism

THE EXILE OF GOYA
Francisco De Goya exiled at 78. It symbolised a tremendous challenge
and a difficult adaptation for a person who had been absolutely deaf and
that I experienced fear by a political tendency opposed to his principles,
in 1824. He traveled to Burdeos, where he was only three days and he
went to Paris, where he was only a few months, living in isolation,
painting some oil paintings and drawing pen to whimsical themes.
On his last days of Madrid he had made drawings that denote so many
psychological concerns for their personal safety as social concerns.
Disappointed from Paris for the isolation and loneliness in which he
lived in that few months, in September 1824 he left to Burdeos.

RELATION BETWEEN GOYA AND
THE INDEPENDENCE WAR
Goya was at the peak of his fame and professional cache when José I was installed on the
Spanish throne. The painter, in a clear sign of rejection, took refuge in the retirement
offered to those over 60 and refused to collect the corresponding pension.
However, over the months he had no choice to accept a series of committed assignments.
One of them was to make a selection of works of the best Spanish painters to nourish
the Napoléon Museum of Paris (the future Louvre), to which the French troops, by direct
order of the emperor, had already taken plundered paintings throughout Europe.
Although after the war Goya was exonerated of its behavior during the French
domination, the certain thing, according to Dufour, is that never it had again the previous
predicament and the new king, although it maintained it like painter of the Court, it
preferred other artists more young , like Vicente López.

IMPRESIONISM
French pictorial movement of
the late 19th century that
appeared as a reaction against
academic art.
The impressionist movement is
considered the starting point of
contemporary art.

La lechera de Burdeos, Goya (1827)

EXPRESIONISM
Expressionism is an artistic
current that search for the
expression of feelings and
emotions of the author more
than the representation of
objective reality.

Saturno devorándose a su hijo

SURREALISM
Surrealism proposes a theory of
the unconscious and the
irrational as a means to change
life, society, art and man through
the revolution.
It is not a movement with unity of
style, it’s a serie of investigations
by individual artists, each artist
with his own style.
One of “Los Caprichos”
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